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Abstract 

Numerous studies show that RNAs have highly complex distributions, behaviors, and 

functions in cells. A robust fluorescent protein (FP)-like approach for tagging RNAs in order to 

monitor RNA dynamics in live cells remains to be developed. We have developed series of 

monomeric, highly bright, and stable fluorescent RNAs (FRs) with a broad range of emission 

maxima spanning from cyan to red. These FRs allow simple and robust imaging of mRNA and 

other RNA species in live cells with minimal perturbation of the target RNA’s transcription, 

localization, and translation. We further show the usefulness of these FRs in imaging of genomic 

loci through CRISPR display, real-time tracking of protein-RNA tethering, and super-resolution 

imaging of RNA by structured illumination microscopy. To control intraceullar RNA metabolism, 

we have engineered photoswitchable RNA binding proteins that binds to a specific RNA sequence 

in response to blue light irradiation. When fused to various RNA effectors, these optogenetic 

switches allow pricise control of RNA localization, splicing, translation and stability in cell culture. 

When combined with CRISPR-Cas systems, these switches allow efficient and tunable 

photoswitchable regulation of transcription and genomic locus labeling. These FRs and 

optogenetic switches provide useful tools for investigation dynamics and functions of RNAs in 

live cells. 
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